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GOLD LEAF AND ANTIQUE GOLD WALLPAPER:
DEVON&DEVON’S EMBRACES GOLD AND WONDER

On the occasion of Cersaie 2019, Devon&Devon’s style is tinged with a surprising golden
glow thanks to 30 wallpaper models, new additions which join the company’s wide range of
wallpapers. The Gold Leaf and Antique Gold wallpapers design enchanting light patterns on
the walls conveying retro elegance to the most successful motifs designed exclusively for
Devon&Devon by designers Vito Nesta, Francesca Greco and Nina Farré.
What remains the same are the sober patterns, dreamlike landscapes, eccentric visions,
floral and animal prints, the Art Deco-inspired 3D and optical effects and the eclectic
references to 19th and 20th century decorative motifs which set the classic-contemporary
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Wallpaper Collection style apart. What is completely new is the luminous touch which,
thanks to two new vinyl paper supports, brightens up the walls with vibrant plays of light:
the golden metal sheet embellishes the Gold Leaf with defined flashes and the golden
pigments bring to life the diffused sparkle of the Antique Gold model.
These wallpapers are perfect for making an impact, transforming any room into an aweinspiring space which can make everyday environments exciting. The Gold Leaf and Antique
Gold wallpaper are 100% made in Italy high quality products: they are fire-proof, resistant,
easy to paste and remove; they do not lose shape or tear while being applied. They are ecosustainable, use non-flammable water-based odourless nickel-free ink.
In order to ensure the rolls are applied perfectly, they are cut using sophisticated patented
machinery which guarantees extremely precise vertical cuts, essential for sequential
juxtaposition.
Devon&Devon also provides clients a personalised service for the tailor-made definition of
the laying surface.

OUR DESIGNERS
Vito Nesta: designer, art director, furnisher and craftsman, transforms his journeys around
the world into style adventures nourished by his love for cultural diversity.
Francesca Greco: painter and designer, very active in the publishing industry, also creates
sculptures, toys, ceramics and fabrics with a strong poetic feel.
Nina Farré: she works both in fashion and furnishing; her style is outside the box and is
rooted in the great Indian manufacturing tradition.
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